Coordination in Online Environment
Sharing CEF Experience on Online Platforms & Tools for Meeting Facilitation

Obstacle(s) that prevent better integration of structural reforms into ALB fiscal programming
1. Lack of one integrated proper guideline;
2. Political influence;
3. Lack of professional capacity;
4. Preparation of ERP not Aligned with Budget Cycle;
5. No coordination between Budget Dept. and ERP staff;
6. Ceilings insufficient to meet the SR proposals.
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Fiscal Implications of Structural Reforms
Moving activities online

- Internal coordination and collaboration: CEF staff

- External coordination and collaboration: partners in design and delivery of learning events

- DELIVERY OF LEARNING EVENTS
Online communication platforms

From face-to-face to virtual meetings

- Skype
- MicrosoftTeams (new tool introduced)
- Webex
- Zoom (potential and tested but limited translation services)
- (WhatsApp, Viber)
Online presentation / facilitation tools

For interactive virtual meetings

- **Mentimeter**: collect instant feedback
- **Survey Monkey, Typeform**: make online survey
- **Jumpoboard**: digital whiteboard
- **Breakout rooms (Webex, Zoom)**: group work
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Get to know the tools you are using

- Know online platform and its functionalities
- Test it ahead of time
- Be comfortable using it and explaining it to others